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CLASS X (2019-20)
SOCIAL SCIENCE (CODE 087)
SAMPLE PAPER-11
Time Allowed : 3 Hours

Maximum Marks : 80

General Instructions :
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

The question paper has 35 questions in all.
Marks are indicated against each question.
Questions from serial number 1 to 20 are objective type questions. Each question carries one
mark. Answer them as instructed.
Questions from serial number 21 to 28 are 3 marks questions. Answer of these questions should
not exceed 80 words each.
Questions from serial number 29 to 34 are 5 marks questions. Answer of these questions should
not exceed 120 words each.
Question number 35 is a map question of 6 marks with two parts-35 a. from History (2 marks) and
35 b. from Geography (4 marks).

SECTION-A
Q1.

The vernacular press Act of 1878 gave the government the right to _____ and _____

1

OR
_____ prevents the elected MLAs and MPs from changing parties, especially after elections.
Q2.

Which one of the following pertains to development with regard to aspects of development.
A. Development relates to satisfaction
B. Provides ample opportunities
C. These are different developmental goals
D. None of these

1

Q3.

Which indicates the best about spinning jenny?
A. Multi-spindle frame for weaving
B. Railway engine
C. Part of the steam engine
D. None of these

1

Q4.

The average income is called:
(a) per person per income
(c) per house income

1

Q5.

(b) per capita income
(d) per national income

Match the following items given in Column A with those in Column B. Choose the correct answer
from the options given below:
1
Column A
A. Meeting credit needs in rural area
1.
B. Women workers in Britain attacked spinning jenny 2.
C. Decision of MNCs to relocate production in Asian 3.
countries
D. Women’s movement
4.

Column B
Fear of Unemployment
Increased world trade and capital
flows
Informal sources
Feminist movement
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Give two examples of placers deposits.

1
OR

What is double coincidence of Wants?
Q7.

Complete the following table with correct information with regard to cultivation of Rice:

1

Examples

Natural silk is Rearing of silk worms called
obtained
from
Fibre crops
Cotton, jute, hemp and natural silk A — ?
B—?
Q8.

Who improved the steam engine?

1
OR

What was Rinderpest?
Q9.

Study the picture and answer the questions that follow:

1

Which of the following aspect best signifies this image of Germania??
A. It is the symbolic personification of Liberty and Reason.
B. She became the symbol of the German nation.
C. She represents austerity and asceticism.
D. Both A and B
Q10.

Correct the following statement and rewrite:
1
Interest rate, collateral and documentation requirement, and the mode of repayment together comprise
what is called the collateral assest.
OR
The value of final goods and services produced in each sector during a particular year provides
the total production of the sector for the year is called Gross National Income.
OR
The value of final goods and services produced in each sector during a particular year provides the total
production of the sector for the year is called Gross Domestic Product (GDP).

Q11.

What are non-renewable resources? Give Example.

Q12.

Which of the reason for power sharing to reduce the possibility of conflict between social groups? 1
A. Prudential reason
B. Moral reason
C. Both A and B
D. None of these
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Which one of the following option best signifies this cartoon?

A.
B.
C.
D.

1

It cuts the other hand of democracy.
Power-sharing is not good between the state and the centre.
The shocking difference between the Blacks and Whites.
The overuse power on African people.

Q14.

Minerals are deposited and accumulated in the horizontal strata of _____ rocks.

1

Q15.

Women in the _____ sector manufacture goods.

1
OR

Which one is sectors enjoys job security?
A. Unorganised sector
B. Organised sector
C. Both A and B
D. None of these
Q16.

Arrange political parties according to their formation dates in increasing order:
(i) BSP
(ii) BJP
(iii)INC
(iv) CPI
(a) i—iv—iii--ii
(b) iii—iv—i—ii
(c) iv—i—ii—iu
(d) iii—iv—ii—i

1

Q17.

Which is not a characteristic of unorganized sector?
(a) Small and scattered units which are largely outside the control of the government
(b) There are rules and regulations but these are not followed
(c) Jobs here are high-paid and often not regular
(d) No provision for overtime, paid leave, holidays, leaves due to sickness

1

Q18.

The printing press first came to _____ with _____ missionaries in the mid-sixteenth century.

1

Q19.

If in an area 10 percent of loans are taken from informal source and 90 percent are taken from formal
source what will be that area called as:
1
(a) Urban Region
(b) Semi urban
(c) Rural region
(d) Rich country

Q20.

In the question given below, there are two statements marked as Assertion (A) and Reason (R). Read
the statements and chose the correct option:
1
Assertion (A) : Disguised unemployment is hidden in contrast to someone who does not have a job
and is clearly visible as unemployed. Everyone is working, no one is fully employed.
Reason (R): In actual fact, labour effort gets divided.
Options:
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
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C. A is correct but R is wrong.
D. A is wrong but R is correct.

SECTION-B
Q21.

Explain the ethnic composition of Sri Lanka.

3

Q22.

“The future generation may not have sufficient resources as compared to the present generation.”
Explain the statement by giving suitable examples.
3
OR
How are the three sectors of the economy different from each other? Explain.

Q23.

Explain how Martin Luther spoke in praise of print.

3

Q24.

How is money used in everyday life? Explain with examples.

3

Q25.

Read the sources given below and answer the questions that follows:

3(1 + 1 + 1)

Source A: Wood block Printing
The technology of woodblock printing developed in China. the knowledge was brought to Italy by the
Explorer Marco Polo on his return from China and Of marry years on explorations. it was only after
italians begin publishing with wood blocks that the technology read to other parts of Europe.

Source B: Martin Luther King’s View
Martin Lather King’s initiation finally led to the questioning of the authority and ritual of the Roman
Catholic Church at the beginning of the protestant reformation.

Source C: Women and Print
As a result of the *read of print culture in the 19th Century lives in feelings of women in India begin
to be written in vivid and intense wigs. Mary liberal husbands arts father’s convinced by writings and
reformers began educating their women folks

Source A: Wood block Printing
25 (1) When did the wood block printing Arrived in Europe?

(1)

Source B: Martin Luther King’s View
25 (2) Why Martin Luther king was in favour of print technology?

(1)

Source C: Women and Print
25 (3) Why did Gandhi said the fight for Swaraj is a fight for liberty of press, speech and freedom of
association?
(1)
Q26.

When is democracy considered successful? Explain.

3

OR
Why did MNCs increase their investment in India?
Q27.

Describe the geographical conditions required for the growth of wheat and its distribution in the
country.
3

Q28.

“Dynastic succession is one of the most serious challenges before the political parties.” Analyse the
statement.
3

SECTION-C
Q29.

Read the extract and answer the questions that follow:
1+2+2=5
‘It is said of “passive resistance” that it is the weapon of the weak, but the power which is the subject of
this article can be used only by the strong. This power is not passive resistance; indeed it calls for intense
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activity. The movement in South Africa was not passive but active... ‘Satyagraha is not physical force. A
satyagrahi does not inflict pain on the adversary; he does not seek his destruction... In the use of satyagraha,
there is no ill-will whatever. Satyagraha is pure soul-force. Truth is the very substance of the soul. That is
why this force is called satyagraha. The soul is informed with knowledge. In it burns the flame of love.
...Non-violence is the supreme dharma... ‘It is certain that India cannot rival Britain or Europe in force of
arms. The British worship the war-god and they can all of them become, as they are becoming, bearers of
arms. The hundreds of millions in India can never carry arms. They have made the religion of non-violence
their own...’
(i) What do you mean by passive resistance?
(ii) To what extent do you feel that Truth should be called the force of Satyagraha?
(iii) What was the difference between the gandhian and British way of dealing the Satyagraha in India?
Q30.

How did Frederic Sorrieu visualise his dream of a world made up of ‘democratic and social
republics’?
5
OR
Who inspired the tribal peasants of Andhra Pradesh and how?

Q31.

Mention the challenges faced by political parties in democracies all over the world. Explain in detail. 5

Q32.

Describe any five factors that promote the Multi-national Corporations (MNCs) to set up their
production units in a particular place.
5

Q33.

“The plantation workers too had their own understanding of Mahatma Gandhi and the notion of
swaraj”. Support the statement with arguments.
5

Q34.

What is principal mode of transportation for freight and passengers in India? Highlight the significance
of this mode of transportation.
5
OR
Give a detail account of information technology and electronic industry in India.
MAP SKILL BASED QUESTION

Q35.

(a) Two places A and B have been marked on the given political outline map of India. Identify them
with the help of the following information and write their correct names on the lines drawn near
them.
1×2=2
A. The place of Civil Disobedience Movement
B. The place where the Non-Cooperation Movement was called-off.
(b) On the same outline map of India locate and label any four of the following with suitable symbols.
1×4=4
(i) Surat - Cotton Textile Centre.
(ii) Naraura - Nuclear Power Plant .
(iii)New Mangalore - Seaport
(iv) Gandbinagar - Software Technology Park
(v) Hyderabad - Rajiv Gandhi International Airport.
(vi) Srinagar - Software Technology Park
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